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Solemnly wandering a heavily trodden path
  you find yourself angered by those who last traveled
Utter disregard for the sanctity of the unburdened trail
  made obvious by other actions continuing to fail
Falling from a mighty oak, the reasoning of wonder...
  holding it in the palm of your hand it seems so small
The winds sweep through carrying it beyond the horizon
  and suddenly it exists waiting to be reached
Attainment of a further sense of understanding and being
  yields the enlightenment that stretches far past seeing
In time my friend...in due time...
  it will all be revealed without ever being hidden
Decisions void of cluttered thought process
  lead you toward a destination desired within
Once reached you may quench your ever-beckoning thirst
  temporarily alleviating any anomalies present
But soon the path unveiled once again
  sends tantalizing signals demanding your return
You rise to your feet
  begin walking once more
    with another destination in mind
    but you're really not sure